Abstract-With the onset of extreme-scale computing, I/O constraints make it increasingly difficult for scientists to save a sufficient amount of raw simulation data to persistent storage. One potential solution is to change the data analysis pipeline from a post-process centric to a concurrent approach based on either in-situ or in-transit processing. In this context computations are considered in-situ if they utilize the primary compute resources, while in-transit processing refers to offloading computations to a set of secondary resources using asynchronous data transfers. In this paper we explore the design and implementation of three common analysis techniques typically performed on large-scale scientific simulations: topological analysis, descriptive statistics, and visualization. We summarize algorithmic developments, describe a resource scheduling system to coordinate the execution of various analysis workflows, and discuss our implementation using the DataSpaces and ADIOS frameworks that support efficient data movement between in-situ and in-transit computations. We demonstrate the efficiency of our lightweight, flexible framework by deploying it on the Jaguar XK6 to analyze data generated by S3D, a massively parallel turbulent combustion code. Our framework allows scientists dealing with the data deluge at extreme scale to perform analyses at increased temporal resolutions, mitigate I/O costs, and significantly improve the time to insight.
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I. INTRODUCTION
While the steady increase in available computing resources enables ever more detailed and sophisticated simulations, I/O constraints are beginning to impede their scientific impact. Even though the time scales resolved by modern simulations continue to decrease, the length between time steps saved to disk typically increases. For example, turbulent combustion direct numerical simulations (DNS) currently resolve intermittent phenomena that occur on the order of 10 simulation timesteps (e.g., the creation of ignition kernels). However, in order to maintain I/O overheads at a reasonable level, typically only every 400th timestep is saved to persistent storage for post-processing and, as a result, the data pertaining to these intermittent phenomena is lost. Figure 1 illustrates such subtle vortical structures identified in a large and complex flow field of turbulent combustion. This problem is widely predicted to become even more pressing on future architectures, motivating a fundamental shift away from a post-process centric data analysis paradigm.
One promising direction is to move towards a concurrent analysis framework in which raw simulation data is processed as it is computed, decoupling the analysis from file I/O. The The right-most image shows the overlap between the 1 st and 5 th images. Such connectivity indicators are lost with conventional postprocessing when the temporal length-scale of features is shorter than the frequency at which data is written to disk. two most commonly considered variants are in-situ and intransit processing. Both are based on the idea of performing analyses as the simulation is running, storing only the results, which are usually several orders of magnitude smaller than the original, and thus mitigating the effects of limited disk bandwidth or capacity. Their difference lies in how and where the computation is performed. In-situ analysis typically shares the primary simulation compute resources. In contrast, when analyses are performed in-transit, some or all of the data is transferred to different processors, either on the same machine or on different computing resources all together.
Both of these approaches have inherent advantages and disadvantages. In principle, in-transit analysis minimally impacts the scientific simulation. By using asynchronous data transfers to offload computations to secondary resources, the simulation can resume operation much more quickly than if it were to wait for a set of in-situ analyses to complete. However, in practice, transferring even a subset of the raw data over the network may become prohibitive, and furthermore, the memory and/or computing capabilities of the secondary resources can quickly be surpassed. In-situ analyses are not faced with the same resource limitations because the entirety of the simulation data is locally available. However, scientists will typically tolerate only a minimal impact on simulation performance, which places significant restrictions on the analysis. First, simulations are often memory bound and thus all analyses must operate within a very limited amount of scratch space. Second, the analysis is usually allotted only a short time window to execute. The latter restriction is particularly challenging as many data analysis algorithms are global in nature and few are capable of scaling satisfactorily.
To address these challenges, this paper proposes a hybrid approach based on decomposing analysis algorithms into two stages: a highly efficient and massively parallel in-situ stage, and a small-scale parallel or serial in-transit stage connected via a transparent data staging framework. The key insight is that many analysis algorithms can be formulated to perform various amounts of filtering and aggregation, resulting in a set of intermediate data that is often orders of magnitude smaller than the raw simulation output. Asynchronously transferring these partial results, we are able to both minimize simulation impact and reduce in-transit data transfer costs. We demonstrate our framework using three common post-processing tasks: visualization, descriptive statistical summaries, and a sophisticated topological analysis. All three approaches perform an entirely local set of in-situ computations and transfer their intermediate results asynchronously to a staging area where computations are completed in-transit. The staging framework automatically pipelines in-transit computations using different processes for successive time steps via a pull-based scheduling model to manage execution heterogeneity. This almost entirely decouples the time necessary to complete the analysis of a time step from the time required to advance the simulation. In particular, we demonstrate how our framework enables analysis and visualization of a large-scale combustion simulation at temporal frequencies infeasible for traditional post-processing approaches, while minimizing impact on the primary simulation. Our contributions in detail are:
• A new formulation of three common analysis approaches into a massively parallel in-situ and a small-scale or serial in-transit stage; • A flexible data staging and coordination framework to transparently transfer intermediate data from the primary to a set of secondary computing resources; • A temporally multiplexed approach to decouple the performance of the analysis from that of the simulation; and • A case study demonstrating a wide range of analyses applied to a large-scale turbulent combustion simulation at unprecedented temporal frequencies. Overall, our framework represents a crucial first step towards a practical approach for the concurrent analysis of massively parallel simulations. Our approach is flexible, extensible to a wide range of analysis algorithms, applicable to virtually all high performance computing environments, and promises to significantly improve the time to insight for modern scientific simulations.
II. RELATED WORK
In-situ and In-transit processing: The increasing performance gap between compute and I/O capabilities has motivated recent developments in both in-situ and in-transit data processing paradigms. Largely data-parallel operations, including visualization [1] - [5] , and statistical compression and queries [6] , have been directly integrated into simulation routines, enabling them to operate on in-memory simulation data. Another approach, used by FP [7] and CoDS [8] , performs insitu data operations on-chip using separate dedicated processor cores on multi/many-core nodes.
The use of a data staging area, i.e., a set of additional compute nodes allocated by users when launching parallel simulations, has been investigated in projects such as DataStager [9] , PreDatA [10] , JITStaging [11] , DataSpaces [12] /ActiveSpaces [13] , and Glean [14] . Most of these existing data staging solutions primarily focus on fast and asynchronous data movement off simulation nodes to lessen the impact of expensive I/O operations. They typically support limited data operations within the staging area, such as pre-processing, and transformations, often resulting in under-utilization of the staging nodes' compute power. In contrast, we present a hybrid in-situ/in-transit processing framework in which a multi-stage pipeline supporting various simultaneous analyses fully utilizes both the data buffering and computation capabilities of staging nodes.
Analytics: Visualization is a largely data-parallel operation that has been the focus of many of the existing in-situ analytics efforts. Among the earlier work are several parallel run-time visualizations whose problem and system scales were fairly small [15] - [17] . One of the primary advantages of simulationtime visualization is the ability it grants scientists to visually monitor their simulation while it is running. For example, SCIRun [18] provides a computational steering environment that supports run-time simulation tracking. Tu et al. [1] were the first to demonstrate how to effectively monitor a terascale earthquake simulation running on thousands of processors of a supercomputer. Over a wide-area network, they were able to interactively change visualization parameters used to visually monitor simulation runs [2] . Yu et al. [3] demonstrate in-situ visualization of particle and scalar field data from a large-scale combustion simulation, creating a scalable solution in which in-situ visualization only accounts for a small fraction of overall simulation time. Recent efforts also allow for the coupling of simulation codes with popular visualization tools, VisIt [4] and ParaView [5] . Both works aim to reduce integration efforts required by the user and minimize performance impact to the simulation.
Descriptive statistics are a common tool used by scientists to provide succinct summaries of their data. The R [19] software package contains a subset of algorithms which have been fully parallelized [20] . The work of [6] provides a framework for performing statistical queries on massive data. This paper describes the in-situ and in-transit deployment of scalable parallel statistics algorithms [21] - [23] , in the VTK library [24] , whose use had previously been reported for postprocessing purposes.
Topology-based techniques have proven useful in the analysis of a wide variety of simulation data due to their efficient representation of the feature space of a scalar function [25] - [30] . Reeb graphs [31] and their variants, contour trees and merge trees [32] , encode the level set behavior of a function, while Morse-and Morse-Smale complexes [33] - [35] represent gradient flow information. Both sets of approaches provide multi-scale, condensed representations of relevant features. However, their construction is inherently not data-parallel and existing algorithms do not scale such that they can be deployed entirely in-situ. Techniques to compute topological structures for large-scale data fall into two categories: 1) streaming outof-core approaches, such as for of Reeb-graphs [36] and merge trees [37] , and 2) divide-and-conquer parallel approaches, such as for contour trees [38] and Morse-Smale complexes [39] , [40] that rely on k-nary merging of regions of the domain.
III. HYBRID IN-SITU/IN-TRANSIT ANALYTICS
Central to our framework is the notion of decomposing analysis algorithms into separate in-situ and in-transit stages. Ideally, the first in-situ stage should be entirely data-parallel, using only data already available on the local compute nodes. Furthermore, in-situ computations should use a limited amount of memory, execute sufficiently fast relative to the performance of the simulation itself, and most importantly should significantly reduce the data sent to the in-transit stage. This second stage must be able to execute solely using the data transferred from the first stage and must operate within the memory and processing constraints of available secondary compute resources. In practice, the fastest sustainable analysis frequency is limited by memory and processing constraints on the secondary system. This hybrid formulation naturally optimizes the use of system resources, and provides scientists a mechanism for elaborate prioritization to ensure accomplishment of time-critical tasks.
Fortunately, a large class of analysis and visualization algorithms can be rewritten according to these guidelines. In particular, there has been an increased focus on online, streaming algorithms [21] , [41] , [42] which naturally -and in some cases unaltered -can be reframed to satisfy this model. The following section provides a description of three commonly used post-processing algorithms and discusses how they have been adapted to our framework. These range from highly data-parallel descriptive statistics and visualization, to an advanced topological feature extraction technique with complex, global communication requirements.
Visualization: In this paper we compare the behavior of two visualization algorithms. The first of these is an entirely insitu volume rendering approach, whose design is similar to our previous work [3] , that renders full-resolution data on shared compute nodes with the simulation. This parallel rendering approach is very efficient and generates high-quality images that visually convey the results of large-scale simulations in great detail. However, we observe that for monitoring and verification purposes, lower-resolution images are sufficient. Such images can be generated using secondary compute resources, minimizing direct impact on the simulation. Thus, the second algorithm is a hybrid in-situ/in-transit approach that first down-samples the full-resolution combustion data insitu using predefined or user-specified sampling rates. Then, the down-sampled data is transferred to a staging area for completion in-transit. A single, serial in-transit node receives all blocks of down-sampled data and generates a look-up table that records the upper and lower bounds of each block to encode their spatial relationship. We use this small look-up table to identify voxel positions during the ray casting process, avoiding expensive visibility sorting or volume reconstruction steps. Figure 2 compares the images resulting from these two visualization algorithms. We note that the two algorithms are not exclusive to each other. Multiple instances of each visualization mode can be dynamically created in-situ and/or in-transit on demand, enabling scientists to explore different aspects of simulation and analysis data in linked-views. show the same views generated via a hybrid algorithm that down-samples data (at every 8 th grid point) in-situ and volume renders the down-sampled data in-transit.
Topology: As discussed in Section II, topological feature extraction techniques have been highly successful in a broad range of applications. In particular, merge trees, which encode an ensemble of threshold-based segmentations, have been used extensively in the analysis of large-scale simulations [30] , [43] - [45] . The merge tree of a function f encodes the merging of contours -connected component of level sets -as an isovalue is swept top to bottom through the range of f . Each time a new contour appears, at a local maximum, a node is created in the tree. As the isovalue is swept downward, the contour evolves, represented as a lengthening arc in the tree. When two separate contours merge with each other at a saddle in the function, the associated arcs in the tree are merged, as shown in Fig. 3 . When combined with topological simplification and filtering, the resulting merge tree encodes a family of segmentations with many analysis uses. For example, the regions around local maxima can be used to describe features such as burning regions [43] , extinction events [30] , [44], or eddies in ocean currents [46] .
In a distributed setting, the computation of a merge tree is inherently not data-parallel due to complex communication costs. However, by adapting and combining two different existing merge tree algorithms, we have created a novel hybrid in-situ/in-transit solution in which we compute subtrees in-situ and then combine the subtrees into the final merge tree using a streaming algorithm in-transit.
To compute the subtrees we adapt a low-overhead, in-core algorithm [32] that works well in-situ but that requires a sort operation, making it ill-suited for a global solution. Special care must be taken to include additional boundary vertices to guarantee that neighboring subtrees can be glued appropriately. A detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper and we refer the reader to [47] for a discussion of the relevant theory. In practice, one must include the boundary components that are the topological equivalent of simulation ghost-cells (these include the 8 corners of the sub-domain and all maxima restricted to boundary components).
The final tree is computed by aggregating subtrees in-transit on a single serial process. We adapt a streaming algorithm for unstructured data [43] that maintains a low memory footprint. Unlike the in-situ algorithm, a global sort is not required, however additional logic must be performed to process subtree vertices in any order. To maintain a low memory footprint, a subtree vertex must be processed before any subtree edge that contains it, and is considered finalized once its last incident edge has been processed. As subtree elements are processed the algorithm maintains a merge tree of all elements seen thus far, and writes those vertices and edges to disk that have been finalized, removing them from memory.
Descriptive Statistics: Scientists have long been using descriptive statistics, including first through fourth order moments, to provide concise summaries of trends in their data. In [21] - [23] we describe formulas for robust, single-pass computation of moment-based statistics, and present details on an open source parallel statistics framework that was built using these formulas as part of the VTK library. The statistics algorithms employ a design pattern specifically targeted for distributed-memory parallelism comprising 4 stages, see Figure 4 .
The learn stage calculates a primary statistical model from an input data set. Derive calculates a more detailed statistical model from a minimal model. The assess stage annotates each observation with a number of quantities relative to a given statistical model, and the test stage calculates test statistic(s) for hypothesis testing purposes given a model and input data set. From the parallelism standpoint, this partitioning reduces learn to a special case of the map-reduce design pattern [48] . By construction, learn is the only operation which always requires inter-process communication; for instance, in the case of descriptive statistics, cardinality, external values, and centered aggregates up to the fourth order must be exchanged and updated to assemble a global model. In this paper we compare two methods for computing descriptive statistics: 1) a fully in-situ approach where learn and derive are performed on shared compute resources; and 2) a hybrid approach where learn is performed in-situ and derive is performed in-transit. In the former, all computations are performed in-situ and an all-to-all communication is required to guarantee a consistent model is computed across all processors. In the latter, all partial models computed on individual processors are communicated to a single serial intransit process that aggregates the final result.
IV. HYBRID IN-SITU/IN-TRANSIT DATA MOVEMENT
The hybrid in-situ/in-transit framework comprises primary and secondary compute resources. The primary resources execute the main simulation and in-situ computations, while the secondary resources contain a task scheduler and a staging area which is a set of dedicated nodes, whose cores act as "staging buckets" where in-transit operations can be scheduled. In order to minimize impact on the simulation, Fig. 5 shows a messaging scheme that only requests data from the primary resources when secondary resources are available for processing. The task scheduler manages the scheduling and execution of the in-transit computations and is composed of two layers: 1) a communication and data movement layer, and 2) a scheduling and coordination layer. These two layers are built on DART and DataSpaces respectively, which are opensource [49] , distributed with ADIOS, and available on Cray machines that have support for Portals or uGNI API. Ports for DART and DataSpaces to IBM BlueGene/P, InfiniBand, and TCP also exist.
Communication and Data Movement Layer: This layer builds on DART [50] , which is an open-source asynchronous An overview of the hybrid in-situ/in-transit analysis framework: Primary resources execute the main simulation and in-situ computations. Secondary resources (on the same or on another machine) contain 1) a staging area whose cores act as buckets for in-transit computations; and 2) a task scheduler, built on DART and DataSpaces, that manages the scheduling and execution of the in-transit computations. In-situ computations notify the scheduler when data is ready and an in-transit data and task descriptor is put into a scheduling queue. In-transit staging buckets that have notified the queue that they are available via a bucket ready request are assigned tasks in a first-come first-served manner and asynchronously pull data from the specified in-situ task.
communication and data transport substrate based on RDMA one-sided communication. DART enables asynchronous data extraction from parallel simulation machines, transporting data to the staging area for further processing. It provides services such as node registration/unregistration, data transfer, message passing, event notification and processing. A key contribution of this work is the implementation of the DART functionality on the Gemini network of the Cray's XE/XK systems.
Gemini provides the user Generic Network Interface (uGNI) as its low-level interface. User-space communication in uGNI is supported by a set of data transfer functions using the Fast Memory Access (FMA) and the Block Transfer Engine (BTE) mechanisms. To ensure efficiency and scalability, DART dynamically adapts which mechanism is used based on data size. For small message sizes, DART uses the GNI Short Message (SMSG) mechanism, which leverages FMA and allows for direct OS-bypass achieving the lowest latencies and highest message rates. For large data transfers, the BTE memory operations (RDMA Get and RDMA Put) are used to achieve better computation-communication overlap and lower performance overhead. The completion of an FMA or BTE transaction generates a corresponding event notification at both the source and destination of the data transfer, allowing DART to track the status of a transaction and schedule related data analysis operations.
Scheduling and Coordination Layer: This layer builds on DataSpaces [12] , which is a distributed interaction and coordination service. DataSpaces implements a scalable, semantically specialized shared space abstraction that is accessible by all components and services in an application workflow. It can be used to coordinate the execution of these components/services as well as support dynamic and asynchronous interactions among them. It also supports operations such as flexible data querying, filtering, data redistribution, and, building on the asynchronous, low-overhead, memoryto-memory data transport provided by the communication layer, it allows applications to overlap interactions and data transfers with computation, and to reduce the I/O overheads by offloading data operations to the staging area. In this research, we use DataSpaces to enable end-to-end workflows between the multiple interacting in-situ and in-transit processes. This includes the scheduling of in-transit tasks, the coordination of their execution, and the management of data transfers between the in-situ and in-transit processes.
In-transit task scheduling is triggered by two events, dataready and bucket-ready. In-situ computations notify DataSpaces of a data-ready event by inserting descriptors for RDMA-enabled data blocks containing the intermediate results of in-situ operations. A corresponding in-transit task is also created to process the associated data blocks, and is pushed into the DataSpaces task queue that caches the in-transit tasks and their data descriptors. Staging area buckets notify DataSpaces when they are available for use via a bucketready event request, and then wait to be assigned tasks by the scheduler. A free bucket list within DataSpaces is used to keep track of all currently available staging buckets. Note that in-transit tasks are assigned to staging buckets in a firstcome first-served manner. Such an asynchronous pull-based scheduling mechanism can effectively and scalably address the heterogeneity and dynamic nature of the analytics pipeline, and manage load-balancing within the staging area.
V. RESULTS

Simulation Case Study:
The hybrid in-situ/in-transit analysis approach is integrated with S3D [51] , a massively parallel turbulent combustion code. S3D performs first principlesbased direct numerical simulations of turbulent combustion in which both turbulence and chemical kinetics associated with burning gas-phase hydrocarbon fuels introduce spatial and temporal scales spanning typically at least 5 decades. For production simulations the time steps taken to advance the solution are smaller than the smallest time scales. However, when analyzing the data in a post-processing mode the spatial fidelity is preserved while temporal fidelity is partially compromised since analyses are performed on solution states typically a few hundred time steps apart (see introduction). Two broad classes of turbulent combustion problems are simulated with S3D: statistically stationary and temporally evolving flows. For both of these problem types, capturing intermittent events requires analyses to be performed at a much higher frequency, which is enabled by the hybrid in-situ/intransit approach.
An example of this is flame stabilization by auto-ignition in a lifted hydrogen jet flame [52] . Ignition kernels form intermittently at the base of a lifted flame and are advected into the oncoming turbulent flow field and the temporal evolution of the balance between chemical kinetic generation, advection, and dissipation results in a stable lifted flame. Deeper insight into the flame stabilization mechanism requires tracking the inception, advection, and dissipation of the ignition kernels vis-a-vis the turbulent strain at a much higher temporal frequency than was hitherto done.
Experimental Results: We have tested our approach on Jaguar, the Cray XK6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory's National Center for Computational Sciences. The system has 18,688 nodes connected through a Gemini internal interconnect, and each node has a single 16-core AMD 6200 series Opteron processor. The total system memory is 600 terabytes.
In our experimental study, we deployed our framework on a lifted Hydrogen combustion simulation of S3D with a grid domain size of 1600 × 1372 × 430. We tested our framework using two different core counts: 4896 and 9440, with each core representing a portion of the spatial domain of size 100×49× 43 and 50 × 49 × 43, respectively. The core configurations, the data region assignments, and the simulation and I/O times are listed in Table I . For the present experiments data read/write is done on a single-file-per-process basis, which achieves near peak I/O bandwidths over a wide range of core counts. The I/O bandwidths are limited by the number of Object Storage Targets (OSTs) on the lustre filesystem. Since the total data size is constant in the experiments the I/O read/write times do not depend noticeably on the number of cores used.
In our current system, primary and secondary resources are on a shared system and processing resources are managed by the application developers prescribing desired analysis frequencies. All simulation variables are double floating point values (8 bytes) and the in-situ algorithms access simulation variables by sharing the native simulation data structures. While it is possible to write the in-transit data to persistent storage for later processing, there are several advantages to a concurrent approach, including computational steering, onthe-fly visualization, and feature tracking. Our framework covers the entire spectrum, from pure in-situ to pure in-transit analysis. For an entirely data-parallel problem the former will be optimal, while if little or no data-parallelism exists then transferring the data becomes more attractive. The optimal decoupling depends on the inherent scalability of the analysis algorithm in question and the available system resources. In general the in-situ algorithms require a fraction of the simulation data size, and, while we did not have any issues performing the in-situ analyses for our case study, we note that in extreme cases, this small overhead may prevent analysis. In this setting, one potential solution is to shift entirely to intransit processing, incurring increased data transfer costs.
The scalability of the in-transit stage lies in three aspects. First, the scalability of our scheduling service is enabled by the distributed design of DataSpaces and the hashing used to balance the RPC messages (from in-situ or in-transit nodes) over multiple DataSpaces servers. Second, our scheduling multiplexes different in-transit operations (for each algorithm and each simulation time step), by mapping them to separate in-transit compute nodes, which are independent from each other and operate on different data, thus increasing both the processing parallelism and scalability. Third, in-transit operations pull the data they need directly from the memory of the in-situ nodes using RDMA, the scalability of which is limited only by underlying communication fabrics. Although in-transit computations for a given analysis and timestep are serial, we note that this can easily be made parallel as well. Figure 6 shows the timing breakdown for in-situ, in-transit, and data movement for the simulation and analytics algorithms for a run of 4,896 cores, where all measurements are for one simulation time step. Among the three analytics tasks, we tested fully in-situ and hybrid in-situ/in-transit variants of both the visualization and descriptive statistics algorithms, while the topological analysis tests were strictly employed with a hybrid in-situ/in-transit algorithm. We can clearly see that the in-situ visualization and the in-situ descriptive statistics only account for a small fraction of the total simulation time. For example, if we perform in-situ visualization at each simulation time step for 4,896 cores, the visualization time is approximately 4.33 percent of the simulation time. Similarly, if we compute in-situ descriptive statistics at each simulation time step, the compute time is approximately 9.73 percent of the simulation time. In Fig. 6 : The timing breakdown for in-situ, in-transit, and data movement for the simulation and the various analytics algorithms using 4896 cores. All measurements are per simulation time step.
practice, we usually perform in-situ processes less frequently (for example, every 10th time step), so the in-situ processing time can be two or three orders of magnitude less than the overall simulation time.
Moreover, we note that the hybrid in-situ/in-transit algorithms can further significantly reduce performance impact to the simulation. For example, recall that the hybrid in-situ/intransit visualization algorithm first generates down-sampled data in-situ and then leverages DataSpaces to quickly transfer the reduced data for in-transit rendering on secondary compute resources. In the case of 4,896 cores, the down-sampling and data movement time for each time step is only about one percent of the simulation time. Although the time for in-transit rendering increases, we note that this is an asynchronous calculation performed outside of the simulation nodes, and thus has minimal impact on the simulation performance. With the in-situ and in-transit decoupling, we can perform analytics at the same timescale as simulation, while minimizing computation overhead to the simulation. The quantitative timing for different stages of analytics is reported in Table II. In addition, the use of hybrid in-situ/in-transit algorithms inspires us to re-examine the parallel and serial aspects of analysis algorithms that are critically important but conventionally difficult to parallelize. As shown in Table II , we can see that the hybrid topology algorithm can efficiently compute subtrees directly from the simulation on 4,896 cores. The intermediate data is only about 87 MB, which can be transferred asynchronously and aggregated in-transit to compute the global tree. In this way, scientists are able to deploy algorithms that are not inherently data-parallel during simulation runs, making it possible to capture and track highly intermittent, transient phenomena.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel hybrid in-situ/in-transit analysis framework that provides flexible data staging and coordination, allowing for transparent data transfers of intermediate data between primary and secondary computing resources. We have introduced a temporally multiplexed approach to decouple the performance of the analysis from that of the simulation, and have reformulated three common analysis algorithms with varying communication patterns into a massively parallel insitu and a small-scale or serial in-transit stage. Finally, we have performed a case study, in which the analyses were applied to a large-scale turbulent combustion simulation at unprecedented temporal frequencies. Overall, our approach is extensible to a wide range of analyses, and promises to significantly improve the time to insight for modern scientific simulations. Nevertheless, a number of challenges and opportunities remain. First, the performance of the analysis algorithms can be highly data-dependent and it is likely that different insitu processes finish at significantly different times. While our current system collects and buffers the in-transit data prior to processing, a more optimal approach would be to process in-transit data in a streaming fashion, starting as soon as the first data arrives. This has the potential to hide much of the in-transit computational costs and improve overall system utilization. Furthermore, the data transfer patterns exhibited by the analysis algorithms are significantly different from those common to check-pointing or other traditional file I/O operations. This presents a new challenge to optimize the data movement layer and extend it to the unstructured, data dependent, and highly adaptive output of data analysis tools. We have plans to use the current system as a test bed to experiment trade-offs between in-situ, in-transit, and postprocessing algorithms. For example, we plan to develop a hybrid in-situ/in-transit auto-correlative statistical technique, in addition to combining the merge tree computation presented in this work with statistical analyses to enable the computation of feature-based statistics such as those present in the corresponding post-processing tools [30] , [43] . Finally, to address more complex application scenarios, we aim to introduce alternative staging techniques that utilize a separate process co-hosted on the application node that executes asynchronously with the application.
